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Last but not least: The discovery of ever increasing numbers of papyri preserved in the dry sands of Egypt and of other parts of the Middle East enable us to look inside the communities of monks and of similar ascetics. We can follow their daily life in a manner which Edward Gibbon (perched among his books in London and in Lausanne on the shores of Lake Geneva in modern Switzerland) could never have done.
Because of all this, we can enter into the minds of the monks on issues which were crucial for the nature of the society around them. And this is what I want to talk about this evening. I want to talk about a muffled debate on the nature of wealth, on labor and on the care of the poor which echoed throughout the monastic communities of the Mediterranean and the Middle East, from Mesopotamia (modern Iraq) to the east to southern Italy in the West.
Let me tell you why I have been led to this theme. In recent years, I
have worked on the issues of wealth and the care of the poor in the Christian churches of late antiquity.
I found myself asking who, actually, were "the poor"? And I realized, somewhat to my surprise, that, in the eastern Christian world of the later third and fourth centuries, there was, as yet, no simple answer to that question.
My surprise deserves to be stressed. We now tend to take for granted that the principal duty of good Christians in the disposal of their wealth has always been to show mercy to the "real" poor. We assume that this view already went without saying among the majority of Christians in around 300 AD. It was from this definition of "the poor" that the charitable ventures associated with later Christianity derived. Yet, around the year 300, there were many
Christian regions and forms of Christianity where a different attitude was equally prominent. Many thought that Christians should give mainly to the "holy poor" --to the "poor among the saints" to use the phrase of Saint
Paul's Letter to the Romans (15:26) when describing his collection for the poor "saints" of the community of Jerusalem. These "holy poor" claimed to give the etherial benefits of "spiritual" blessing, advice and prayer, in return for being entirely supported by the "earthly" offering of daily sustenance, as if they were beggars --indeed, as if they were the only beggars that mattered.
In the late third and early fourth centuries, this division of opinion was particularly acute throughout a distinctive geographical area --hence the latter part of my title: Between Egypt and Syria.
In order to understand why this was so, we have to place our conventional image of the rise of Christianity against a wider geographical background than we are accustomed to. We tend to think of Christianity as belonging largely to Already in the 270s the Fertile Crescent was criss-crossed by extreme religious groups of Christian origin. They expected to be supported entirely by the alms of those to whom they ministered. They were a striking lot. A letter that was written in the late third century to direct the behavior of one such group warned them that, when they passed through pagan villages, they
should not burst out into singing the Psalms (which they usually did, to hearten the local Christians), lest they be mistaken for a troupe of traveling musicians!
Other charismatic wanderers came from yet further to the East, from …… they went from village to village.
They] went into the roads hungry, with no bread in their hands.
They walked in the heat, thirsting, they took no water to drink.
No gold, no silver, no money, did they take with them on their way.
They went into the villages, not knowing anybody.
They were welcomed for His sake, they were loved for his names sake.
Yet these dramatic groups of wandering, mendicant monks were soon met by an alternative version of the monastic life, primarily associated with Egypt. For even when we were with you, we gave you this command:
If any one will not work, let him not eat. This newly-discovered exchange of Manichaean letters shows, with the crispness of an X-ray photograph, one path by which (in circles adjacent to mainline Christianity) "treasure on earth" might flow directly upwards to become "treasure in heaven". The
Elect needed Eirene and her fellow "Catechumens":
You being for us helpers and worthy patrons and firm unbending pillars [of the church cf. Among the Manichees, it was the nature of the material world itself which was at stake. It was their view of the material world as a whole which gave a sharp flavor to their notion of almsgiving to the Elect as members of the "holy poor". For Manichees, the material universe was hopelessly corrupt. Matter was evil. The best that could be said of it was that it could be used (in the words of a later, Chinese catechism of the Manichaean faith) as an immense distillation plant. It was like one of the magical laboratories in which alchemists had sought, through a
prolonged process of refinement, to wrench from base matter, in minute, etherial fragments, the unalloyed essence of gold and of similar time-defying substances --a sort of 100% proof spiritual moonshine.
Eirene's gifts to the Elect were seen as a last, thin vestige of matter, painstakingly prized loose from an inherently evil world, and sent on its way (in the form of a solemn gift of food to the Elect) towards some final transmutation in "the treasuries in the heights." Such wealth, offered in this way, somehow carried with it the very souls of its donors.
These were the "alms" which Manichee lay persons gave to their Elect, and to the Elect only. For they were "saving" alms.
They were offered to persons whose entire life had come to a stop.
The Elect were "sealed" on their mouths, their hands and their genitals. They were thus sealed off from process. They did not join themselves to fully "living" matter through unregulated eating. They did not contribute to the headlong pullulation of human flesh through intercourse and the begetting of children.
Above all, they did not lend their hands to manual labor in the fields. With pale faces and soft, white hands, the Elect --men and women alike, for, in this, they were indistinguishable --had left "the world". They already lived on the threshold of the mighty "cessation" which would eventually fall upon the cosmos as a whole. They were what their lay supporters might yet become.
Such a view had palpable social implications. To cease to work was, somehow, to bring to a halt the demonic whir associated with the world of matter. This was how Mani himself was represented as a young man. He had annoyed his fellow-villagers by refusing to feed himself through tilling the ground and through plucking vegetables from the lush gardens that surrounded their settlement in southern Mesopotamia. Instead, he would stand outside the gardens and ask to receive his food as an act of almsgiving, as though he were a beggar. For the only relation to the world of which a "chosen" soul such as his own was capable was one of being as totally outside its sinister processes as a beggar was outside the normal processes of the economy.
The Manichees were not alone in confronting the issue of the relation between work, food and the human condition. Deep thought 13 on the drudgery of labor --the ponos of work (to use the highly charged Greek term), of 'amla' (to use the Syriac) --was central to the radical tradition which became so prominent in Syria in the fourth, fifth and sixth centuries. This is perhaps not altogether surprising. As we saw, we are not dealing with a bankrupt region.
Rather we are dealing with a thriving agrarian landscape. Syria Thus, throughout Syria and other eastern provinces, the spread of Manichaeism coincided with a wave of wandering, begging monks who considered that they were fully entitled to the support of the faithful because, being freed from the shame of physical labor, they were engaged in the "weightless" labor of prayer on behalf of all persons. They lived in a symbiotic relationship with lay disciples in whose economic activities they shared in no way, and on whose generosity they depended entirely.
It is against the background of these presuppositions that we As a result, the illusions of work free "angels" in the Syrian tradition were the stuff of humor in the hermitages of
Egypt. There was to be no room, in Egypt, for "angelic"
Wannabees:
It was said of John the Dwarf, that one day he said to his elder brother, "I would like to be free of all care, like the angels, who do not work, but ceaselessly offer worship to By claiming to live from the labor of their hands, the monks of Egypt asserted that they were not "angels". Rather, they were fully paid up human members of a human society characterized by sharp contours. They were linked by labor to the sufferings of that society. They were responsible for alleviating its all too real ills through real labor. They worked not only to support when he is gentle towards those who are weary with toil and when he giveth them strength.
